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ABSTRACT: This study examines whether gender is a key factor when producing and uploading
audio-visual content to this social network. The research has been carried out using content analysis methodology applied to a sample of 300 videos uploaded to YouTube by adolescents aged
11-17 years, which were collected and analysed during the state of emergency in Spain (13 March
– 21 June of 2020) as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic. Contents uploaded by these YouTubers
are amusing, and their topics differ significantly depending on the author’s gender. Boys focus
mainly on playing games, while the range of topics among girls is more diverse. There are no significant differences in the way both genders approach the topic of COVID-19. Channels oriented
toward girls are protected from comments their followers might make about them, whereas boys
are more exposed to members of the public who view their audio-visual productions.
KEYWORDS: YouTube; teenagers; gender; visual consumption, audiences.

INTRODUCTION
Scientific literature regarding the analysis of YouTube videos has increased
in recent years, attracting the interest of the scientific community (García,
Catalina & López de Ayala, 2016; Khan, 2017; Burgess & Green, 2018; MontesVozmediano, García-Jiménez & Menor-Sendra, 2018; Pereira, Moura & Fillol,
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2018). However, there is a scarcity of research related to the types of videos
YouTubers upload from a gender perspective. In order to provide insight into
this area, the present research is based on an exploratory analysis of the video
content recorded by Spanish adolescent YouTubers, with gender being a determining factor.

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
CONSUMPTION AND AUDIENCES
Watching videos has become one of the most common activities for children
and minors on the Internet for some years now (Holloway, Green & Livingstone,
2013). In the case of adolescents, YouTube and Instagram comprise the largest
collective social network and space for consumption, and to a lesser extent, for
audio-visual production (Anderson & Jiang, 2018).
As far as the production-creation binomial is concerned, it is clear that minors
try to follow the creative patterns of professionals to a large extent (McRoberts,
et al, 2016). However, the most common situation is for a user to share videos
that have already been broadcast, such as television content, which is quite usual
if the political perspective is considered (Berrocal, Campos & Redondo, 2014;
Fontenla-Pedreira, Rúas-Araújo & Conde-Vázquez, 2020). In other areas, such
as the social or cultural realms, the percentage of self-recording or user-generated
content is higher. If we look more closely at the adolescents involved in content
production, Guerrero-Pico, Masanet and Scolari (2019) mention the existence
of three categories of producers: casual, aspirational, and expert, which reflects
the degrees from low to high of the types of productions they must confront,
the capacity to plan, the use and proposals of narratives, and aesthetic/motivational values.
On the other hand, regarding the YouTuber phenomenon, popularity is presented
as one of the factors for understanding audio-visual production on this platform. Valderrama and Velasco (2018) argue this reality could be reinforced
in a socio-technical way. The application of algorithms and any resulting
successful models could promote combined forms of social recognition. To this
should be added the impact of analyses aimed at YouTube audiences that are
proposed as an operational and social requirement for achieving fame. All
of this is leading to a situation, in which alternative or underground proposals
exist, even for children, adolescents and young people, yet in reality the practice
is marginal and offers few options for achieving popularity.
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YOUTUBERS, THE NEW IDOLS AND COMMUNICATORS
YouTubers operate in an ambivalent space, as they must preserve values such
as authenticity, closeness, and accessibility for their followers, while at the
same time furthering their own self-promotion, or their own brand (Senft,
2012; Abidin, 2015; Smith, 2017). Moreover, as they become more popular, they
tend to promote or encourage the acquisition or consumption of other brands
or products, which may influence their followers’ perception of authenticity.
This promotion of products or the inclusion of advertising in non-professional
formats even appears in underage YouTubers (Martínez-Pastor, Ongkrutraksa
& Vizcaíno-Laorga, 2020). Indeed, Suárez-Álvarez, García-Jiménez and MontesVozmediano (2021) conclude that YouTube has become an advertising showcase
in which minors play a semi-professional role on the creation of their audio-visual productions. These conclusions contradict Fernández and Chamizo (2020)
who indicate that the most common situation is the self-promotion of their own
brands or products by this type of child or adolescent YouTuber.
Audio-visual content published by YouTubers is now considered a valuable
tool capable of contributing to the development of a variety of marketing strategies for the purpose of reaching new audiences through more compelling and
far-reaching content (Lopes, et al., 2020). The influence that YouTubers exert
on their followers has been studied from varied perspectives. Corrêa et al. (2020)
consider that the commitment shown by followers toward YouTubers is related
to areas such as cognition, affectivity and behaviour, which lead to a particular
connection that affects the intention of followers to use a brand promoted by these
YouTubers. Studies show that the audio-visual content of YouTubers generate the
most interaction with users who choose to rate and comment on them at levels
of participation that are unmatched by videos published by other contributors
(Montes-Vozmediano, García-Jiménez & Menor-Sendra, 2018).
According to Balleys, Millerand, Thoër and Duque (2020), the principle
of identification is inherent to the creation of videos made for and watched
by teenagers on YouTube. Both creators and viewers are searching for a type
of common affinity through a sense of shared intimacy. This occurs within
the context of a dual necessity for recognition through the exchange of videos
and messages that often have a confessional-intimate nature. In this sense, the
public validates YouTubers and sees their own reflection in them, partly as a way
of knowing themselves. Indeed, not only do the topics of the videos, which should
be interesting for teenagers, encourage this connection, but the platform itself
and the videos with a personal/intimate format encourage this link as well. This
situation occurs with some ostensibly amateur videos.
Especially for young audiences, YouTubers are capable of being role models
with a certain involvement in the development of their identity (Lovelock, 2017;
Pérez-Torres, Pastor-Ruiz & Abarrou-Ben-Boubaker, 2018). However, another
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study carried out among a pre-adolescent audience has not conferred an especially relevant role to YouTubers in the development of identity among minors
(Aran-Ramspott, Fedele & Tarragó, 2018). According to these authors, even
though YouTubers are present in leisure activities and are seen as cultural
icons, pre-adolescents demonstrate a clearly critical attitude, from which it can
be inferred that they do not adopt the values and models of behaviour proposed
by the YouTubers themselves.
Djafarova and Rushworth (2017) conclude that the influence exerted by non-traditional celebrities, such as bloggers, YouTube personalities, and “Instafamous”
profiles is noticeable among young audiences (their study focused on women
in the 18-30 year age range), as they are considered to be more credible, and
the strongest impact on these young audiences is due to their ability to relate
to these celebrities. However, in terms of a direct influence on the purchase
impulse, Instagram celebrities stood out.
The increase in audio-visual consumption is associated with leisure, an area that
encompasses the productions of YouTubers. These productions can be compared
to other types of creators or broadcasters that appear on YouTube, such as young
people themselves, the media, public institutions, or private entities (other than
the media). In this context, YouTubers are the producers who publish less videos
specifically focused on instruction or prevention (García & Montes, 2020),
and consequently they fail to use their ability to influence the public for these
purposes. Nevertheless, the profiles of certain YouTubers do tend to be pedagogical in their communications, and instruction is one particular ingredient
they use to gain followers.
In short, YouTubers are successful creators. They are everyday members
of adolescent culture, in addition to being the new celebrities who can influence
others with regard to their behaviour and opinions (Bonaga & Turiel, 2016), the
language they use, and the way they express themselves (González, 2018). They
represent a close role model with which adolescents can identify, and this situation is enhanced when the YouTubers themselves are adolescents (Westenberg,
2016). Therefore, it seems pertinent to study how these micro-celebrities communicate with their peers, especially those who are minors.
GENDER VARIABLE
As a starting point, this research refers to the study by Fernández-de-ArroyabeOlaortua, Lazkano-Arrillaga and Eguskiza-Sesumaga (2018), in which they
confirm that the gender variable is relevant for understanding not only consumption, but also the creation and diffusion of content related to adolescent leisure
in different social media. In their research, these authors observe that males
prefer to consume content of YouTubers and tutorials focused on video games.
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Moreover, it is precisely in video games where continual violence and sexist
behaviour can be noted, and where they are eventually considered to be normal.
As far as females are concerned, their digital behaviour is more oriented
toward personal experiences, life events, interest in fashion, and the desire
to share content. Other differences include girls also engage in more interpersonal relationships and have greater self-control over their media consumption
than boys (Masanet, 2016). Some risks include the loss of a sense of privacy
(Montes-Vozmediano, García-Jiménez & Menor-Sendra, 2018), the impact
of aesthetic standards from the world of fashion with specific stylistic ideals, and
the continuing stereotyped roles assigned to women (Fernández-de-ArroyabeOlaortua, Lazkano-Arrillaga & Eguskiza-Sesumaga, 2018). In this sense, some
authors point out that such divergences can be diminished in digital consumption compared to the remaining media behaviour (Fernández & González, 2017).
According to Regueira, Alonso and Da-Vila (2020), who studied the 50 most
successful YouTuber accounts in Spain through their Instagram profiles, it is clear
that females represent a limited percentage on YouTube channels, with the highest
number of subscribers and views, and they have a smaller female audience as well.
Adolescent girls are mainly associated with stereotypical roles such as beauty,
Draw My Life, and fitness. Consequently, it can be argued that YouTube might
be reproducing the types of gender imposition seen on traditional media.
Indeed, as pointed out by Maloney, Roberts and Caruso (2017) and Blanco-Ruiz
and Sainz-de-Baranda (2018), YouTube is a space where masculinity predominates in various aspects such as creativity and video production. Moreover, this
is a space where the content sustains gender roles by linking specifically feculent
humour to males, and cosmetic tutorials to females (Scolari & Fraticelli, 2017).
At the same time, the situation would improve if development of the types
of intimacy were maintained in a binary way based on whatever is considered
to be feminine or masculine (Balleys, 2017), yet this is compatible with the
growing emergence of phenomena that aim to break the previously mentioned
male hegemony (Marôpo, Sampaio & Mirada, 2017).

OBJECTIVES
The overall objective of this research is to study the videos that teenagers upload
on their YouTube channels as a means of communication among youth from
a gender perspective. To achieve this objective, the following points have been
studied: the number of videos uploaded by each gender and their periodicity,
the type of audio-visual production, the tone (positive, negative or neutral),
the video category, topics approached, number of views and comments, as well
as references to COVID-19. The research questions are as follows:
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Do teenagers upload the largest number of videos to YouTube with the
most periodicity?
What type of video is uploaded to YouTube according to the differentiation between male and female YouTubers?
Are there gender differences in terms of tone, in the sense that the videos
published in Spain are positive, negative or neutral?
Can differences be found in the categories of videos published by males
and females?
Do both male and female adolescent YouTubers use varied concepts in their
videos?
Is there greater interaction regarding the videos (number of views, comments,
likes and dislikes) depending on the gender of the YouTuber?
Has COVID-19 been mentioned and approached more by male or female
teenage YouTubers?

METHODOLOGY
This research is in line with investigations based on content analysis as a method
for analysing YouTube (Baños-González, Tiralaso & Fernández, 2020; Tur-Viñes,
Núñez & Martínez-Pastor, 2019), and has been carried out using this method
and outlined in phases. Firstly, a data-content diagnostic sheet was designed.
In the next stage, a database was designed and created, in which the data of the
300 videos analysed were recorded, sufficient size to allow the assessment and
validity of the results. It allows to obtain representative results on what volume
and type of content teenagers watch and upload to their YouTube channels, and
it complies to sampling with standardised conditions. Thirdly, all the videos
were viewed. Finally, the information generated by the sample data was analysed.
The criteria defined for the discrimination of the sample under study are
as follows: videos with more than 1,000 views per video; up to 15 minutes uploaded
to the YouTube social network by Spanish YouTubers between 11 and 17 years
of age; more than 1 million followers during the state of emergency decreed by the
Spanish government on 13 March 2020 that lasted until 21 June 2020 (the last day
of the extraordinary situation). The profiles (girls/boys) that met the criteria were
analysed during the set period. Determination of the age of adolescence is defined
by the World Health Organization ([WHO], 2020) as the stage of growth and
human development between 10 and 19 years of age, and the United Nations
Children’s Fund ([UNICEF], 2020) segments this period into three stages: early
(10-13 years), middle (14-16), and late adolescence (17-19). Thus, 11 YouTubers
in this study are in early adolescence, 7 are in middle-adolescence, and 1 is in late
adolescence at 16 years of age. In this research, the age of the YouTubers has not
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exceeded the legal age for the purpose of discovering what contents are being
uploaded by adolescent boys and girls in the age range of minors.
The number of followers has been obtained by reviewing each profile of the
YouTubers, and the age has been confirmed by searching in the “more information” section in the profiles of the YouTubers themselves, Google searches, and
where possible, in their videos on the YouTube channel (see Table 1).
Table 1. Youtubers analysed
Username

Age

Gender

Subscriptions
in millions

No. of videos
analysed

Adexe & Nau

14, 16

Boy

10.90

16

La Diversión de Martina

15

Girl

4.01

10

Ariann Music

14

Girl

3.96

14

The Crazy Haacks

15, 14, 11

2 boys, 1 girl

3.66

29

Sparta356

16

Boy

3.51

4

Alexity

11

Girl

3.49

19

Karina & Marina

12

Girl

3.12

26

TeamNico

11

Boy

2.77

4

Jugando con Aby

11

Girl

2.71

1

El Mundo de Clodett

11

Girl

2.60

12

AleGame22 YT

17

Boy

2.59

8

Annie Vega

13

Girl

2.53

12

DivertiGuay

11

Girl

2.38

17

Lady Pecas

11

Girl

1.92

16

Acenix

14

Boy

1.81

4

Pino

13

Boy

1.77

34

Daniela Golubeva

13

Girl

1.77

17

TheExaL04

16

Boy

1.43

30

Silvia Sánchez

13

Girl

1.13

27

Source: Authors’ own data

To make the gender comparison, the videos were coded on the basis of the
gender of the YouTubers (boy or girl) and their identification was made by viewing
all of the videos to confirm their authorship. In order to present the data
in a homogeneous way for all the elements of the sample, a review was carried
out on 30 June 2020 regarding the popularity ranking of the YouTubers, the
number of reproductions, the number of likes and dislikes, and the number
of comments (if admitted).
Once the categories in the database had been chosen, the criteria were set for
the sample population: teenage YouTubers between 11 and 17 years of age; videos
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of up to 15 minutes; more than 1 million followers; and more than 1,000 plays
per video– by. The sample was coded by assigning numbers to the categories and
analysed through a univariate descriptive statistical analysis that allows for the
measurement of the distribution and frequency of the values of each variable
distributed in the categories.
In order to analyse this digital cultural system that YouTube has become,
in which adolescents communicate, share, access information and engage in play,
a hierarchical exploration order of seven levels was established.
First, the number of videos published, and their periodicity have been studied.
Second, each video was defined by t according to eight categories of topic segmentation of the contents of the videos as follows: (i) video games, (ii) choreography
or music videos, (iii) videos with typical teenage scenes, (iv) amusing videos that
show actions that try to entertain, (v) testimonies, (vi) tutorials that explain the
process of carrying out some kind of activity, (vii) videos with animals or pets,
and (viii) videos in which the influencer expresses his or her opinion to their
followers on a topic (Yarosh, et al, 2016). A challenge category (Khasawneh,
et al, 2021) is added, which includes those actions that with a viral trend, the
YouTuber performs a challenge whose purpose is to get more likes. In this case,
for example, the challenges can consist of obeying their parents for a day, getting
their brother or sister to do his homework, or killing 100 or 1000 characters
in Fornite to win a financial prize given by their mother or father.
Third, the tone category of the videos is divided into 3 groups: positive when
the message transmits the intention of solving a problem or issue; negative when
a fact or situation is exposed as something undesirable; and neutral includes
those videos that only explain or describe an action without giving an opinion.
Fourth, the grouping known as category has been analysed, which includes the
possibility of videos being entertaining, informative, instructional, and preventive. Fifth, divergence in the treatment of topics was examined by carrying out
an analysis of the 20 most recurrent concepts of all the videos from the point
of view of the author’s gender. Sixth, the interactions received by each video
have been registered, accounting for the number of views, likes and dislikes, and
comments received for each video. Finally, the seventh level, this study examined
references made by adolescents to the coronavirus situation in the videos they
uploaded to YouTube during the state of emergency. The aim of this level was
to discover the degree of importance they place on the social reality they were
experiencing and whether they expressed this to their followers. To complete
this point, a time pattern was developed to show video uploads according to date
as well as trend lines during the summary period.
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FINDINGS
NUMBER OF VIDEOS AND PERIODICITY BY GENDER
The channels are categorized according to the gender of the YouTubers: either
girls or boys. A total of 300 videos were analysed, of which 180 are from girls
(60% of the total) and 120 from boys (40% of the total). The channel known
as “The Crazy Haacks” contributed 29 videos to the sample, of which 20 were
from the two boys and 9 from the girl. Of this total, there are significant differences in the number of videos uploaded according to age. One can observe that
at the lower ages, the girls contributed more videos than the boys. However, even
though boys uploaded fewer videos of the total number, they are the leaders
in video uploads in the greatest age range. This occurred because none of the
16 – and 17-year-old Spanish female YouTubers whom the study analysed have
more than 1 million followers and were therefore excluded from the study.
Girls aged 11 to 13 years of age uploaded 156 videos (86.7% of their gender)
compared to 38 videos for boys (31.7% of their gender) of the same age. From
14 to 15 years of age, video production tends to be fairly equal between boys
(32 videos) and girls (24 videos). In the 16-17 age range, boys are more prolific
than in younger ages, offering 50 videos that reach 41.1% of their audio-visual
productions (see Figure 1).
Figure 1: Videos by gender and age

Source: Authors’ own research data

In terms of periodicity, 94% of teenage YouTubers upload an average
of 1 to 3 videos per week. A total of 3 YouTubers increased their production
to an average of 4 to 5 videos per week for two weeks during the state of emergency:
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they included one boy (TheExaL04, 16 years old) and two girls (Alexity, 11 years
old; Karina and Marina, 12 years old).
VIDEO TYPE
The videos uploaded by the Spanish YouTubers combine different types of content.
They share videos that are edited and of high quality, which confirms that the
audio-visual productions they upload to this social network are well-developed, and not the result of improvisation. Boys and girls both contribute mostly
amusing videos in similar percentages. The girls contributed 105 productions
(45.3% of their gender), whereas the boys contributed 61 (42.3% of their gender).
It bears mentioning that the 50 videos dedicated to video games in which
YouTubers show their skills playing real games were all contributed by boys
(41.1% of their gender), yet the girls are the leaders among the rest of the video
types (see Figure 2).
Figure 2. Video typology

Source: Authors’ own research data

By delving into more detail, we can see that in the case of boys who upload
videos to their YouTube channels while playing video games (Fortnite and
Minecraft), not only do they play, but they also talk while they play, narrate what
they are doing, make jokes, and perform actions not directly related to the game,
such as a certain amount of conversation with a relative who is present, and
is usually a brother or the mother. During the games, they manage to develop
communication skills with their followers and increase their strategic competence, decision-making skills, spatial-temporal perception, and their ability
to process information, as well as competence in reading virtual maps.
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In the case of girls, the topics are more diverse. Videos of the teenage girls
focus mainly on tutorials (n=35 compared to n=8 for the boys). These videos
explain the procedures of some particular activity, how a product works, how
to perform some beauty treatment, or tutorials related to choreography or music
videos (n=32 compared to n=1), in which they dance and demonstrate their skills
in this area. The girls display practices in their videos that may be of interest
to their audience or help them improve their communication skills, and they
sometimes interact with family members who are usually parents or siblings.
The girls are involved in the issues that interest them and are affectionate
toward their audience. In their videos, they take a position on a topic or issue
in 21 videos (compared to 2 for boys), express their opinions in 19 videos
(compared to 9 for boys), and show conventional scenes from their daily lives
in 12 productions (compared to 2 for the boys). Animals are not a topic of interest
to boys, as none of their videos contain this theme, compared to teenage girls
who submitted 4 videos of this type.
TONE OF THE VIDEOS PUBLISHED
The tone of the videos has been categorized into positive, negative and neutral. They
are considered to have a positive tone when the YouTubers try to solve a problem
or give recommendations on how to confront a challenge in Fortnite, how to make
a sandwich without a toaster, or how to give a fresh smell to a cupboard. Videos
with a neutral tone are limited to those, in which boys play an online game
while explaining what they are doing without taking a position on its content
or on the actions they are carrying out. In the case of girls, videos are considered to be neutral when they demonstrate an activity such as a beauty treatment,
in which they comb their hair or put makeup on their faces without revealing
their opinion about the activity. Regarding a negative tone, none of the videos
uploaded to YouTube by teenage boys and girls has had a negative tone, in which
an undesirable situation, non-constructive action, or violent situation was shown.
Videos made by the girls are more likely to solve a problem or address an issue
that may be of interest to their audience than videos created by boys. Female
YouTubers shared 111 positive videos, representing more than 60% of their gender
(61.7%), and boys shared 65 videos, representing more than 50% of their gender
(54.2%). Fewer videos with a neutral tone were registered. Girls shared 69 videos
that were neutral compared to 55 for the boys (see Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Video tone

Source: Authors’ own research data

VIDEO CATEGORY
The videos that teenagers record to upload to YouTube are mainly for entertainment purposes. The boys lead the way with 117 videos (85.4% of their gender).
Even though the girls upload more videos with 155 productions, this number
is proportionally lower (70.1% of their gender). Both genders combine this type
of video with content that is informative and instructional, yet teenage girls
prefer to give their videos more informative features (n=54 girls; n=15 boys).
Regarding the instructional category, (n=6 girls; n=4 boys), and the preventive
category for situations of risk (n=6 girls; n=1 boys), almost no attention was
paid to these classifications by either gender group (see Figure 4).
Figure 4. Video category

Source: Authors’ own research data
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INTERESTS ACCORDING TO GENDER
Analysis of the interests has uncovered the most relevant aspects of the topics
approached by the sample. In order to achieve this objective, the 20 most recurrent concepts in each video have been observed based on the gender of the creator.
In the case of both boys and girls, the level of interest by gender has been distinguished according to the diverse challenges faced (boys focused mainly on video
games while girls directed their attention toward beauty, food and family), as well
as a high level of family participation in the recording (mother, father, brother,
or sister), or with these same family members acting as co-stars in the videos.
In the case of boys, the interests most often recorded are connected to video
games (13.4%), Fortnite (12%), Minecraft (3.8%), and skin (1.9%) in reference
to the video game Fortnite, for a total of 31.1%. Next, the most frequently
discussed topics were facing challenges (16.1%) and jokes (5.2%). Regarding the
family, participation or reference to a sibling (5.2%), mother (4.4%), references
to the family in general or to some other relative (3.8%), and to the father (2.5%)
stand out, for a total of 15.9% (see Figure 5).
Figure 5. Frequency of interests in boys’ YouTube channels, by percentages

Source: Authors’ own research data

In the case of girls (see Figure 6), their videos show a greater dispersion of the
main interests featuring in the videos they uploaded to YouTube. Among them,
the most outstanding interest at 11% is the social network TikTok, followed
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by facing ‘challenges’ (10.7%). Next, they focus on giving testimonies (10%), and
similar to the case of the videos made by male adolescents, the participation
of a family member is also relevant, and is distributed as follows: mother (8.9%),
reference to the family in general or to some other relative (3.3%), a partner
(3% [an interest that does not appear in the videos made by boys]), and a sister
(2.1%), for a total of 17.3% (see Figure 6).
Figure 6. Frequency of interests in girls’ YouTube channels, by percentages

Source: Authors’ own research data

VIDEO INTERACTION
The criteria for classifying the interaction of the videos are based on the evaluation and calculation of the number of views, likes and dislikes, and comments
obtained by each video analysed.
The number of views reached more than 150 million (150,445,346), which
shows the incredible magnitude of the potential impact their content has on their
followers. Among them, it is worth noting that of the 11 solo girls’ channels
only one (Ariann Music) allowed fans to write comments on the videos they
watched. In the case of the boys, the opposite is true. Of the 8 boys’ channels,
which included The Crazy Haacks (where the two older siblings are boys) all but
one (TeamNico) allowed their followers to write comments about the content
they watched, thereby exposing themselves to what the audiences may think
of them. This blockade of comments on most of the channels belonging to girls
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does not allow for an effective comparison in the comment category to confirm
which channels receive the most interaction from their audience.
Regarding the possibility of clicking on like or dislike in relation to the videos
being watched, all channels except one (Silvia Sánchez, 13 years old) allowed fans
to do so and to express whether they like or dislike what they are watching. The
total number of interactions is more than 7 million (7,067,209), and among both
girls’ and boys’ channels, they are overwhelmingly likes, with figures exceeding
95%. It is worth noting that despite the lower number of videos contributed by the
boys, they received a higher level of interaction. The boys received 3,782,424
likes and 179,350 dislikes, whereas the girls received 2,951,823 likes and 153,612
dislikes (see Figure 7).
Figure 7. Likes and Dislikes in the YouTube videos

Source: Authors’ own research data

HOW BOYS AND GIRLS ADDRESSED THE COVID-19 SITUATION
From 13 March 2020, the day when the President of the Government announced
the state of emergency, until it ended on 21 June 2020, there were no significant
differences with regard to references or approaches taken toward the coronavirus situation according to gender. A total of 55 audio-visual productions made
by the girl YouTubers (31% of their gender) and 40 made by the boys (33% of their
gender) refer to the situation the country was experiencing due to the coronavirus
pandemic. The remaining videos do not deal with the pandemic nor its effects.
However, by observing the temporary pattern during the state of emergency
in Figure 8, it is possible to see that at the beginning of the state of emergency adolescent girls uploaded more videos that discussed or dealt with the
COVID-19 situation than boys. Even though peaks of interest were detected
during the period of state of emergency, the relevance of the coronavirus situation gradually decreased. Similarly, the trend line indicates a sustained tendency
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among girls regarding this subject during the time range studied, and as the boys’
interest in this subject diminished as the days passed, they displayed a downward trend in this area (see Figure 8).
Figure 8. COVID-19 addressed in the adolescents’ videos

Source: Authors’ own research data

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The underage influencers analysed in the study are what Guerrero-Pico, Masanet
and Scolari (2019) call expert producers whose productions are elaborate audio-visual pieces which seek to generate a community of followers with whom to share
their experiences, as Balleys et al. (2020) point out. Girls between 11 and 15 years
of age are the most prolific video creators among the YouTuber sector under
study. They do not, therefore, reflect the parameters of under-representation
of females reported in other studies such as that of Regueira, Alonso & Da-Vila
(2020) who conclude that YouTube was reproducing the sexist patterns of the
traditional media.
However, when girls reach the ages of 16 and 17, they are no longer present
on this social network, and not a single female YouTuber with 1 million or more
followers has been registered. Along these same lines, it is evident that female
YouTubers are concentrated in the 11-13 years age group (their presence is scarce
from the age of 14 onward), while the boys start to gain their share of influence
between the ages of 13 and 17.
If this trend were to continue in the coming years, we would find a lower
presence of outstanding female YouTubers. It seems that 16 and 17-year-old
girls are contributing more audio-visual productions on TikTok (Suárez-Álvarez
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& García-Jiménez, 2021), which could give rise to adolescents’ migration towards
this new digital native social network, as Mercedes (2015) and Angulo, et al.,
(2019) point about migrating of young people from Tuenti, Facebook and
Snapchat to Instagram. The scientific community should continue investigating
to confirm whether this migration actually occurs and whether girls are leading
the way. It would be interesting to monitor these creators in order to gain knowledge regarding their lack of interest in publishing on this platform as their age
increases and find out why this is happening.
On average, girl YouTubers have three more videos per author compared
to their boy counterparts. However, this is not because they publish more regularly, as nearly all YouTubers release between 1 and 3 videos per week.
As far as typologies are concerned, amusing videos are by far the most highly
represented overall among both genders. Once this common priority interest has
been defined, female YouTubers show greater diversity in the typology of content
they approach, while male YouTubers only have one other significant alternative
typology: audio-visuals related to video games, a preference detected in studies
such as that of Fernández-de-Arroyabe-Olaortua et al (2018). Behaviour that
does not coincide on TikTok where boys do not create or share video games,
but rather focus on viralized audio-visual productions with greater self-representation (Suárez-Álvarez & García-Jiménez, 2021).
In any case, there are only three categories in girl’s productions and two
in boy’s that exceed 10 percent of production in both genders. The three main
typologies among female YouTubers are amusing videos tutorials, choreography
and music videos, while among male YouTubers, the typologies that stand out
are amusing videos and video games. Except for this last typology, which has
no equivalent among female adolescent YouTubers, the audio-visuals produced
by female YouTubers predominate in the rest of the typologies. Some repetition
of gender roles associated with girls has also been observed (Regueira, Alonso,
& Da-Vila, 2020; and Scolari and Fraticelli, 2017) for the publication of tutorials
on beauty. However, more significant is the finding that confirms the greater
typological diversity of their audio-visuals, and that amusing videos predominate in both female and male YouTubers.
If we analyse the tone of the videos, the first thing that stands out is the
absence of videos with a negative tone. Moreover, a positive tone dominates
(as opposed to the third category, the neutral tone) among both boys and girls.
However, girl YouTubers are prominent in the use of a positive tone (more
than 60% of their videos have this tone), while in the case of boys, the figures
are more uniform: 54.2% are positive videos and 45.8% are neutral. Therefore,
a less neutral discourse predominates in the case of girl YouTubers in which
a constructive approach prevails with the intention to contribute to the solution
of a problem, or to actually resolve a problem or situation.
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In the context of the video category, YouTube has consolidated itself as an entertainment platform, a status it has held for over a decade, which is in line with
the results from Bañuelos (2009) y Murolo (2010). Two thirds of the videos
published by teenage YouTubers belong to the video category, which is clearly
predominant among teenage YouTubers of both genders. The topics addressed
in their videos emphasise this desire for amusement among teenagers, as stated
by García and Montes (2020), and certify the difference in gender as a key factor
in audio-visual production on this digital platform. Although both genders
show their predilection for performing and recording challenges and have the
participation of some family members in their content, the disparity of interests
between girls and boys has also been confirmed. Boys focus on video games and
making jokes, while girls direct their attention toward other social networks
such as TikTok, where they dance, pose, perform, and express their testimonies
on topics that concern them.
When analysing the interactions received by teenage YouTubers one may
notice that although the boys provide fewer videos, their audience is clearly
more active, provide a higher number of clicks on the like, and dislike options.
Regarding the pandemic, boys and girls were similar in the way they mentioned
the situation in their videos. References to COVID-19 did not reach even a third
of the videos among either gender. However, there was an appreciable difference in the declining interest in the pandemic among boy YouTubers, while girl
YouTubers made references to COVID-19 relatively consistent throughout the state
of emergency. The boys seemed to follow certain patterns of novelty or opportunity, such as when an issue was headline news, while the girls seemed more
interested than boy YouTubers in addressing the issue at the beginning of the
pandemic, and demonstrated more regularity in their comments. The results
support the conclusions by Garcia and Montes-Vozmediano (2020) about the
creation of preventive or formative contents, but only in the case of girl YouTubers.
This study has limitations, specifically the selection criteria for the videos
of a maximum duration of 15 minutes. This resulted in the exclusion from
sample, and thus analysis, of many audio-visual creations related to video games
published by adolescent YouTubers, as this type of video is usually of longer
duration. However, the characteristics of these audio-visual productions and
the preference among the boy YouTubers for these kinds of videos are equally
evident. Although the selection criteria for audio-visuals to have a minimum
of a thousand views can also be biased. We consider this to be a relevant, but not
excessively demanding figure as we did deal with channels that have more than
1 million followers. Consequently, this number of views has allowed us to ensure
that we analysed videos that have attracted sufficient interest and have experienced a certain degree of dissemination.
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